Abstract

**Background**: Reproductive health problems are a leading cause of women’s ill health and mortality worldwide. There is a need to investigate sexual and reproductive health care needs in different societies and cultural contexts. Despite the success in health care promotion in the Iranian health care system, women still need to receive sexual health care and appropriate HIV/AIDS services. However, studies on the sexual and reproductive health care needs of Iranian women are lacking.

**Aims**: This study aimed to investigate the sexual and reproductive health care needs of women referred to health care centres in an urban area of the Islamic Republic of Iran.

**Methods**: We carried out a cross-sectional study in 2013 on 514 women living in an urban area in the north of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Taking into consideration ethical principles, data were collected using the Sexual and Reproductive Health Care Needs Assessment Questionnaire.

**Results**: The findings showed a greater need for the provision of care by practitioners in the sexual history and activities domain (73%) compared with other domains. Also, the woman’s age and the location where she sought treatment and care for sexually transmitted infections were predictors of sexual activities needs.
Conclusions: Owing to the high prevalence of women's referral to health care centres seeking treatment of sexual disorders, there is a need for the provision of sexual counseling centres and services promoting women's reproductive health care.
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Introduction

According to article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), health is considered a right of humans (1). All people have the right to have access to adequate information and services regarding sexual and reproductive health (SRH) care (2). The provision of SRH care for all has been repeatedly identified as a requirement to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (3). Improving SRH in society contributes to a reduction in poverty and the achievement of other development goals (4). Sexual and reproductive health comprises a wide variety of dimensions such as safe motherhood, family planning, HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) as well as domestic violence (5). If there is any problem in providing or receiving health care services in each of the above-mentioned dimensions, women's SRH needs will be endangered (6).

Access to reproductive health care services influences global welfare and security through the acceleration of demographic transition and the shift from short life expectancy and large families
to long life expectancy and small families (1). In 2010, 287,000 women worldwide died owing to complications of pregnancy (7). It’s worth noting that from 1990 to 2015, less than 50% of deliveries in low-income countries were attended by a skilled health care provider (8). Also, 12% of women aged 15–49 years who were married or in a sexual relationship wanted to avoid pregnancy, but had no access to, or could not use, effective contraception methods (9). Only about 56% of pregnant women received the recommended minimum 4 sessions of antenatal care (10). According to international law, SRH is a human right and plays an important role in morbidity, mortality and life expectancy, however, reproductive health problems are a leading cause of women’s ill health and mortality worldwide (11), therefore, it is necessary to meet women’s SRH care needs.

Despite the impressive success in health care promotion in the Iranian health care system, Iranian women are still in need of receiving sexual health care and appropriate HIV/AIDS services (12).

The main aspects of SRH, including gender, sexuality, reproduction and sexual relationships, should be investigated. given the cultural diversity in human societies (13). There is a lack of studies on the SRH needs of Iranian women; existing studies are limited to a few surveys conducted in specific or convenience groups such as adolescents (14), students (15), HIV-positive patients (16) and couples (17).

To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies regarding SRH needs assessment of women referred to health care centres in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the sexual and reproductive health care needs of women referred to health care centres in an urban area of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Our findings will help health care professionals understand women's health care needs and devise strategies for meeting these needs.

**Methods**

This cross-sectional study was conducted from February to July 2013. The sample included 514 women referred to health care centres in an urban area located in the north of the Islamic Republic of Iran. The following inclusion criteria were used: being a native Iranian, speaking Farsi and being in the reproductive age (15–49 years). Before the initiation of this study, an associate midwife provided the participants with all necessary information about their rights, the study method and data collection. Those who agreed to participate were asked to sign an informed consent form. In cases where the participant was illiterate, verbal informed consent was obtained. The study research proposal was approved by the ethics committee affiliated with Tarbiat Modares University.
To determine the sample size, a pilot study was conducted in which a sample of 50 women referred to health care centres in the study zone were asked to complete a questionnaire. It was found that 70% (P = 0.7) of the samples declared the need for SHR care. Accordingly, the sample size was calculated using the following formula:

\[ n = \frac{Z^2(1-\alpha/2 \times p (1-p))}{d^2} \]

\[ n = \frac{(1.96)^2 \times (0.70 \times 0.30)}{(0.04)^2} = 504 \]

Taking into consideration possible losses, the number of participants was determined as 514. A multistage sampling method was used. A list of 20 health care centres was provided from three municipality districts in Sari, in the north of the country. Next, 12 centres were randomly selected using a random numbers table, four from each district. The number of women referred to each health care centre was identified. Taking into account the estimated sample size, 514 women were selected using the random numbers table. After obtaining written informed consent, those who met the inclusion criteria were interviewed by the centre midwife staff who were trusted by the participants.

To gather the data, the Sexual and Reproductive Health (SRH) Needs Assessment Questionnaire was used (18). This special tool, devised by the UNFPA, was selected because it covers the needs in various domains of reproductive health. The self-administered questionnaire comprised 114 items in seven domains: background data, safe motherhood morbidity profile and hygiene practices, family planning, sexual history and activities, STIs, HIV/AIDS, and sexual- and gender-based violence. The Farsi version of the questionnaire was validated previously by Iranian researchers (19).

To choose the most common SRH needs, 2 panels of experts comprising the research team members, a health education specialist and a reproductive health specialist were invited to discuss women’s needs in each domain and in total by assigning a score of 1 or 2 to each item. For instance, if a woman had inappropriate health care, she was considered to have a need for care and was given a score of 2, and if the woman had ideal health care status, a score of 1 was given. Where an item had multiple options, it was decided that if the woman chose > 2 options, a score of 2 was given and if the woman selected ≤ 2 options, a score of 1 was allocated. Therefore, according to the scores, a dichotomous option was created: “having the
need” and “having no need” (20). The sum of the scores for each domain was computed. The 50th percentiles (cut-off point) of the sum of the scores were calculated and women who scored more than the cut-off points were recognized as having a need. Lastly, the frequency of the women’s responses for each domain was calculated.

Regarding an item in the Iranian version of the questionnaire, it should be noted that in Iranian society, temporary marriage is defined and approved according to Article 1075, 1936, of the Iranian civil law. In the case of divorce or expiration of the marriage contract, the woman is allowed to marry again after three menstrual periods to ensure she is not pregnant by the previous partner.

We used SPSS, version 21, to analyse data. Frequency measures, independent sample t-test, chi-squared and logistic regression were the main statistical tests used for data analysis. P-values

Results

Demographic characteristics

The mean age of the participants was 31.6 [standard deviation (SD) = 7] years. The mean age at marriage of the women and their husbands was 19.8 (SD = 5) years and 34.8 (SD = 8) years, respectively. The education level of 41.7% of the women and 39.9% of their husbands was secondary high school and diploma, respectively. More details regarding demographic characteristics are provided in Table 1.

Sexual and reproductive health needs

According to the scores given to the women, the majority were recognized as having needs in all SRH domains (Table 2). Women’s needs in the sexual history and activities domain (375 women, 73%) were greater than in other SRH domains.

Seventy-two women (14.3%) began their sexual activities before age 18 years (Table 3). Additionally, 13 women (2.6%) had the experience of temporary marriage with more than 1 sexual partner in a year, and the majority (11 women) did not consistently use condoms in their sexual relationships. Nine women (1.8%) suspected their husbands were having a sexual relationship with others.

The t-test and chi-squared tests showed that age (P = 0.03), place where STI treatment was sought (P = 0.001), current pregnancy (P = 0.005),
history of unwanted pregnancy ($P = 0.002$), and history of sexual coercion ($P = 0.005$) were associated with women’s need in the sexual activities’ domain. The variables with 0.05 Table 4).

### Discussion

The majority of the participants asserted a need for SRH care in all domains. The women’s needs in the domain of sexual history and activities were greater than in other domains. In a study in Sari, the most common SRH need of women who were referred to the health care centres was caesarean surgery (21). According to that study, the definition of the most common SRH need was based on the frequency of the item regardless of SRH domain. However, in our study we defined SRH needs based on the score given by the women and the 50th percentile of the dichotomous need items in each domain. The high prevalence for women's needs in the sexual activities domain indicated that the women were comfortable in expressing their sexual needs. Another reason was that women sought equality with men, especially in terms of sexual rights (22).

Age, education level and marriage age had a significant statistical relationship with the women’s sexual activities needs. According to a report to the Sixty-Fifth World Health Assembly, the latest international estimates indicated that more than 60 million women aged 20–24 years worldwide were married before age 18 years (23). Older age and higher education level are the protective factors for marriage and pregnancy in early adolescence (24). Although the prevalence of having multiple sexual partners was very low [13 women (2.6%) experienced temporary marriage], the majority did not consistently use condoms in their sexual relationships. This behaviour influences the prevalence of STIs and may increase the prevalence of HIV/AIDS. Many of these women stated that their husbands preferred not to use condoms. In a study in South Africa, it was demonstrated that practical issues, such as financial constraints, were barriers to condom use (25); sex workers avoided condom use due to negative symbolism. Thus, the more they were exposed to risk of STIs and AIDS, the less they used condoms. A recent systematic review found a high prevalence of HIV among female sex workers (26). Fritz et al. showed that interventions focused on men and couples were necessary along with incentives to encourage men to participate in STI prevention programmes (27). Expanding condom use promotion programmes among couples may be an effective strategy for couples wishing to practice contraception (28).

Our results indicate there is a relationship between a woman’s age and sexual activities needs domains. With older age, the need for sexual activities is lower. In a Canadian study, 34.4% of Inuit people used condoms in their sexual relationships, and this was more common in younger
people (15–19 years) compared with those aged ≥ 30 years (29). There is a considerable diversity in the results of different studies, because sexual behaviours vary with age, marital or cohabiting status, education and ethnicity (30).

In our study, 134 women (26%) experienced sexual coercion and 94.8% of perpetrators were their husbands/partners. The reported prevalence is lower than the prevalence of sexual violence, partner or non-partner, in the Eastern Mediterranean Region (36.4%) and globally (35%) (31). The relatively high prevalence of this type of violence could be due to the cultural differences in various communities, so between 0.3 and 11.5% of women experience sexual violence by a non-partner after age 15 years (32).

Although, it seems that our definition of SRH needs (above the 50th percentile) is likely to overestimate needs, the results are sufficient to illustrate that women referred to the health care centres do not have much access to appropriate SRH services. Our instrument was too lengthy to assess the women’s SRH needs. Therefore, the researchers tried to incorporate the interviewer method, establish and promote a friendly atmosphere during the interviews, and provide a break with some refreshments in the middle of the sessions to prevent the participants from getting tired.

The research-based findings can assist policy-makers and health care managers of SRH programmes in distributing the required resources and providing facilities and planning for educational and counselling programmes based on the most common SRH needs of women. Further studies are suggested to assess each domain of SRH needs separately. Although men are usually ignored in SRH research, their role is critical in women’s general and sexual health. Thus, future studies need to assess the SRH needs of men.

One of the main limitations of this study was its descriptive design so that the relationships between the variables could not represent the causal relationships. Using logistic regression, the effects of confounder variables on the outcome variables were minimized. The sensitivity of some questions and an increased risk of nonresponse or false response by the women could be considered a limitation of this study. In this respect, we assured the women of the confidentiality of the collected data. In addition, before asking the participants to answer sensitive questions, to break the ice, they were asked some introductory questions, e.g. before asking about number of sexual partners (temporary marriage) in a year, they were asked, “Do women or girls with more than one temporary marriage in a year live in your neighbourhood?”
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Conclusion: La forte prévalence de femmes dirigées vers des centres de soins en vue d'obtenir des traitements contre des affections sexuelles indique la nécessité de mettre en place des centres et des services de conseil en santé sexuelle pour promouvoir les soins de santé génésique de la femme.
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